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Doochie/ Hardtail Party ‘07
There is an old saying, "Better late than never" but in this case I am going to consider the
phrase "The early bird gets the worm." 
I took a few days off to head up to St. Cloud July 7th for the annual Hardtails/Doochie party.
I have attended these before and keep coming back for the simple reason their fun. Paulie at
Hairtails puts out some great food, music and a good time, then everybody heads over to
Doochies in St. Martin for some more great entertainment and fun.
This year the weather was hot, hot, hot. Did I mention it was Hot. I arrived in St. Cloud
around 7pm, right as the sun was giving way to a little relief from the days temp. I grabbed
a room and cooled down.  Unfortunately the temps the next day were supposed to hit near a
100 degrees. So I decided to get my hellos in during the night time hours when it was cool. I
headed out to Doochies around 10pm, had a few sodas and chatted with the small crowd of
people before heading back to the room. 

Arriving at Hairtails the next morning the temp was already in the high 80's so I grabbed
some of the great pork that was out, a couple bottles of water, said hi to all that were there
early and headed out. I figure if I am going to be in that kind of heat, it might as well be while
riding. 
In short, the crowd was small Friday night, I had first dibs on

food Saturday and the conversation was good. (Well, we all know how the conversation goes when Paulies
involved)
I hope everyone had a great time, a safe time and I look forward to seeing you all soon. 

PS: I am supposed to ask Doochie about Canada, or something like that. 


